This note deals with solutions of the wave equation in three dimensions in the exterior of a finite number of smooth obstacles, on whose boundaries the solution is subject to boundary conditions of the form u = 0 or u n = <ru, a a non-negative function. We shall show that every such solution of finite energy propagates eventually out to infinity and behaves asymptotically like a free space solution. SKETCH OF PROOF. Suppose the theorem is false for some u\ then given any positive e there exists a bounded domain such that the energy contained in its exterior is less than e for all time. Assume that u is a smooth function; 3 applying the law of conservation of energy to u t and using standard estimates for u xx in terms of Aw, we see that the square integral of the second partial derivatives of u over the exterior of the obstacles is uniformly bounded for all time. Let {t n } be an arbitrary sequence of numbers; using the Rellich selection theorem 4 and a diagonal process we can choose a subsequence such that the first partial derivatives of u form a Cauchy sequence in the square integral sense over any bounded domain in x-space. Since we have supposed that the energy contained outside bounded domains is uniformly small for all /, it follows that {u(t n )} is a Cauchy sequence in the energy norm over the whole exterior. This shows that u(t) is a vector-valued almost periodic function of t. By the main theorem of a.p. functions u(t) is a superposition of exponentials:
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THEOREM I. For every nonzero solution there exists a positive constant d less than the total energy of the solution such that given any bounded domain, there is a time at which the energy contained in the exterior of this domain exceeds d.
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From the mean value expression for the coefficient aj it follows that it is a solution of the reduced wave equation Aa+cojo-= 0. But according to a theorem of Rellich, 5 the reduced wave equation has for coj^O We define a detached solution of the mixed problem as one which vanishes in a cone \x\ ^t -to for some to. According to Huygens' principle, any solution of the wave equation in free space whose Cauchy data at / = 0 have compact support becomes detached for t large enough.
THEOREM II. The Cauchy data of detached solutions are dense in the space of all Cauchy data relative to the energy norm.
SKETCH OF PROOF. Let <£ denote Cauchy data which are orthogonal in the energy norm to the Cauchy data of all detached solutions. Let v{t) be the solution of the mixed problem with Cauchy data equal to (f> at t = 0. It is easy to show that the Cauchy data of v at any other time have the same orthogonality property. Denote by w 8 a solution of the wave equation in free space whose Cauchy data at t = 5 agree with those of v outside the obstacles. Using the orthogonality of v to the detached solutions constructed above one shows easily that w 8 is zero in the backward cone \x\ <s -t-r, where r is the radius of a sphere around the origin which contains the obstacles. Thus for t<s -2r, w 8 is a solution of the mixed problem as well.
Since v and w 8 have the same Cauchy data at t~s outside the obstacles, they are equal in the domain of dependence \x\ > \ t -s\ +r. Applying the law of conservation of energy to v -w 8 we see that the energy of v at / = 0 inside the sphere of radius s -r is bounded by the energy of v -w 8 at time t = s -2r inside the sphere of radius 3r. This is bounded by a constant times the energy of v at time t = 5 inside the sphere of radius 5r. But according to the corollary of Theorem I there exist arbitrarily large values of s for which the latter quantity is arbitrarily small. This shows that v has zero energy, q.e.d.
Theorem II shows that any solution with finite energy can be approximated by detached solutions. Thus for any solution the amount of energy contained in a given bounded set tends to zero with increasing /. Previously, Cathleen S. Morawetz 6 has shown for the ex-terior of a single star-shaped obstacle and for any solution which satisfies the boundary condition u = 0 with Cauchy data at / = 0 vanishing outside a sphere S, that the energy contained in sphere D is less than 7 const. E/t, where E is the total energy and the value of the constant depends only on the radii of S and D. We wish to point out that such a quantitative result about energy decay can hold only if the obstacle satisfies the following geometric condition; No two boundary points of it form a segment exterior to the obstacle and perpendicular to it at both endpoints. For a narrow high frequency beam directed along such a segment would be reflected back and forth for a length of time proportional to the reciprocal of wave length.
If one regards the presence of the obstacle as a perturbation of free space and applies the usual scattering theory formalism, 8 then it follows from Huygens , principle in free space that the so-called wave operators exist, and it follows further from Theorem II that they are unitary. This proves THEOREM III. The perturbed and unperturbed problems are unitarily equivalent', in particular, the spectrum of the wave equation generator is unaffected by the presence of obstacles.
